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Speech Title: “Animal Biometrics: To Better Know Animals Using Visual and Audio Computing
Technology”
Abstract: It is of significant importance to know the population size and distribution of animals,
and the behaviour and status of individual animals in ecological monitoring and protection,
precision agriculture and animal husbandry. Traditional methods such as field work, manual
investigation, and electronic tags are laborious and expensive for operators or intrusive and
unfriendly for animals. It is thus highly demanded to develop automatic animal biometric
methods for animal detection and recognition. This talk will introduce our attempts with visual
and audio computing technology towards this end in the past three years, including individual
identification of red pandas, tigers and yaks, breeding behaviour analysis of giant pandas, object
counting, and animal 3D modeling. Related outputs have been published on CVPR, ICCV
Workshop, ACM MM, ACCV, IJCB and Global Ecology and Conservation, and granted four Chinese
patents.

